 Note: This is from the series 'Ghost Tales from the Capital' by Iwasaki Youko, or
'Samurai Ghostbusters' as it's known among certain western fans who shall remain
nameless. The hero, Abe no Seimei, was a real historical figure who lived in
Japan's Heian period c 1000 AD. He had the reputation of being a magician, but
was probably not, alas, the silver©haired, slightly malicious, drop©dead beautiful
exorcist that Iwasaki depicts. (There's room for an article somewhere on what
Seimei is Ã�ÃnotÄ�Ä, which is one of those twisted demonic Faustian necromancers found
in the Christian tradition. Seimei may be 'dark©natured' by Japanese standards,
but to my eye at least he comes off as blandly well©adjusted. Just yer average
professional magician with a job to do.) Manga Seimei is accompanied by an even
more normal, black©haired, straightforward and rambunctious friend, Fujiwara no
Masayuki, son of the top court official. They spend most of their time battling
demons, having never heard of yaoi. Alas again. I have attempted to correct the
imbalance a little, in the style of the period. WARNING: contains scenes of not
wholly consensual sex. 

For Mimi, whether she wants it or not

From the Pillow Book of Ben no Naishi, lady in waiting 

Chapter 32.

    On a night of glorious moonlight I was on duty at the mansion of the Master of
the Rites (translator's note: Abe no Seimei), attending in the guest chamber
where the Junior First Captain (note: Fujiwara no Masayuki, son of the Minister
of the Left) was sleeping. I had ordered the maids to open the outer curtains a
small crack, and sat gazing out on the unearthly beauty of the night. One of the
women quoted, in a soft voice

      Is it not the same,
      The moon? and this spring, surely
      The spring that was before? 

    I answered,
    
      Surely some spirit must come
      To visit this scene of yore.

    Even as we spoke, a black shadow came gliding along the corridor, silent but
for the rustling of silken trousers, wafting a magnificent perfume as he passed.
The silver light of the moon altered the colours of his hunting costume to shades
of black and white, but could not dim the white glory of his hair that outshone the
moon itself in splendour.

     Ah, is it the ghost
     Of one long since departed
     Or a living man
     Who wanders through this mansion
     Seeking his friend from before?

    The figure slipped into the curtains where the Junior First Captain was asleep.
A voice was heard, not quite awake: 'Unh? Ohh, Seimei© it's you?' Rustlings came
from behind the screens, and a low cultivated voice
Ô�����h)����������0*0*0*°�°����ÔŒ     "Out picking mushrooms
Ð�
��È��È�
��Ð     Among the moonlit valleys
     See what I discover!"

    "Seimei, what the hell©© oh. Ohh, Seimei© ohhh..."

    We waited to hear the end of the verse, but seeing that the Junior First
Captain seemed unable to complete it, one of the women answered for him 

     White in the moonlight rising
     It beckons you to pluck it.

     "God, Seimei, do you always do©© No, ohh©©"

     The Master of the Rites answered, 

     What a fine burdock 
     My groping hand encounters
     Here among the ferns
Ð�
��È��È�
��Ð     Thrusting so stiffly upwards
     Above the swelling acorns

     "What're you Ã�ÃtalkingÄ�Ä about© Oh© No© Ã�ÃgentlyÄ�Ä, you madman© Ohh yes, like that©
yes©©"

     "Sweetly it rises
     This stalk of green bamboo
     Smooth against my mouth
     Could I find the sap within
     And drain it to the bottom?"

     Surely, I thought, the Junior First Captain must respond to that? But nothing
came from within the curtains save groans. We exchanged glances, and I said

     For long the sweet sap
     Has filled this bamboo's hollow
     Right up to the brim
     Come, oh midnight traveller,
     And drain it to the bottom

     "Ohhh god Seimei ohh god ohh yes yes ohhh©"

     Someone said 

     On the faroff mountain
     Thunder rumbles unceasing,
     Heralds the coming storm

     and I answered
 
     Rain will wet the green thickets
     Rain will flood the green bamboo

     Lady Wakami picked up a brush to record the exchange. We continued:Ô�����h)����������0*0*0*°�°����ÔŒ™     Storms on Mount Hiei
     Wrap the peak in darkness
     Hear the gods crying

     Hard at their secret labours
     Bringing forth the lightning bolts

     See the tempest comes 
     Shaking the tall cypresses
     Thrashing in the wind

     The bamboo groves are shaking
     With the force of the thunder

     Alas© the cypress
     After the storm is finished
     Lies broken and flat

     And the groves of green bamboo
     Flattened, never to rise up
     
     Silence, and a low snore from within the curtains. The gliding ghostly figure
emerged from between the screens of state and slipped out onto the verandah.
Before it left, it said

     In the morning sun
     After this midnight tempest
     The tree will arise,
     The bamboo will spring up new
     The fresher for its downfall

It turned and was gone, leaving us breathless with admiration at this perfect
elegance.

*****************************************************************

Chapter 33

   What a strange man the Junior First Captain is! Next morning as I was
arranging his hair, a small page boy came from the master's quarters. He was
dressed in vermilion trousers with a long coat of pale green silk above it and a
surcoat of glossy white brocade. He carried a letter written on magnificent
Michnaga paper and attached to a sprig of green bamboo. The Junior First
Captain looked amazed.
    "What can this be?"
    He unrolled the letter and read

    Was it but a dream?
    That green bamboo I sighted
    On my dark journey
    Sweet the nectar that I dreamed
    I sipped from its full hollow.Ô�����Ø'����������0* ( (@�@����ÔŒ™    The handwriting was bold and cursive, indicating an intrepid manly spirit. I
was admiring its decisive character as the Junior First Captain scratched his head
in perplexity.
    "Ben, what is this? Some joke of Seimei's?"
    "Joke?" I said in surprise. "Not at all. The Master of the Rites is a man of
sensibility and breeding. He wouldn't visit the Junior First Captain without
sending a next morning letter."
    He gaped. "A next morning letter? What does he think I am, a woman?"
    "I'm sure he doesn't think anything of the sort after last night," I retorted.
"But man or woman, a night visit is a night visit. There are proprieties one must
observe. Come, this needs an answer." I called for a maid to bring the inkstone
and some paper.
    "Answer? What on earth do I say to this sort of rigmarole?"
    One must regret the Captain's rustic upbringing. Whatever manly arts it may
have trained him in, it has impeded his knowledge of the ways of the 'Good
People' in the capital. But since he had never received a visit before, it was
clearly my lot to instruct his ignorance.
    "Why, let the Junior First Captain say whatever he pleases," I replied, "but he
must answer quickly. Slowness in sending an answer will be taken for a want of
breeding. We can't have that, can we? Not with such an elegant gentleman as the
Master of the Rites." I was turning over the supply of paper to find something
appropriate, and settled at last on a pale red with dark purple veinings, while
another lady ground the ink.
    "You mean, I'm supposed to send him a poem back?" He looked oddly
discomfited. From his other side Lady Ukon sent me a meaning glance. Ah, I
thought, so that's where the wind lies. As was only too apparent from last night's
scene, the Junior First Captain is not gifted in the art of verse. Naturally he was
abashed by the ability of the Master of the Rites and reluctant to have his own
poor efforts set beside the other.
    "It isn't absolutely necessary for the Junior First Captain to compose it
himself," I said soothingly. "That's what we ladies are for, after all."
    "But©©" He still looked unhappy. After a moment he blurted, "Look, doesn't
this seem to you a little© well, a little© I mean, don't you think this is a little©
much?"
    We gazed at him in perplexity. He blundered on, "I mean© Seimei's my friend.
Why does he send me©" He picked up the letter and waved it, "©©something like
this? It's not© not friendly."
   I had no idea what to say to this. "Not friendly?"
   "We're not© not© like this. He shouldn't be sending me silly poems as if I was
some© some©©" His mouth turned down in anger. He seemed truly distraught about
something, but for the life of me I couldn't imagine what.
   "The Junior First Captain would rather the Master of the Rites slighted him?
Pay a visit and send no letter?" 
   "Why not? It'd be more© more like Seimei." He turned away from me. To my
amazement, I saw that that was exactly what he meant. Rustic upbringing or no, I
could scarcely believe this attitude in the son of the Minister of the Left.
   "The Master of the Rites would never commit such an unforgivable rudeness," I
said with energy. "The Master of the Rites is always a perfect gentleman. His
elegance and sophistication are famous. He matches the colours of his robes
himself and blends his own perfume. His manners are as exquisite as his taste.
With respect, the Junior First Captain is being ridiculous. Come, sir, here is the
paper and the ink waiting for his reply. One cannot be rude to someone asÔ�����Ø'����������0* ( (@�@����Ô
eminent as the Master of the Rites."
   Reluctantly he drew the stone to him and dipped his brush. 
   "What do I say?" he muttered.
   I thought a moment and dictated

   The green bamboo grows
   Sturdy in its shady grove
   Full of nectar still
   Happy to have comforted
   The lone midnight traveller

    I would have made that 'Waiting a second visit/ From the midnight traveller',
but in view of the Junior First Captain's odd disquiet, I thought better of it. He
wrote hastily, scarcely stopping to make his cursives properly, and nearly threw
the paper at me when he was done. I attached it to a thick twig of zelkovia  wood
and sent it back with the exquisite little page. But the Junior First Captain
sulked and refused to speak to us again.

*****************************************************************

Afterwards

   Seimei and Masayuki rode past the encircling hills, onto the uplands behind the
capital. Ever since their evening together at Seimei's Masayuki had been morose
and taciturn. From the careless and irritable handwriting of his next©day letter,
Seimei had understood that something was troubling his friend's spirit. He knew
from experience that the most pleasant of trysts are apt to engender a paradoxical
state of ill©temper afterwards, as if the soul resents the necessity of returning to
everyday life after the exquisite transports it has known. But Seimei's own
splenetic attacks rarely lasted more than a few hours and he wondered that Masa's
should continue so long. There must be some business at court or within his own
family adding its weight to Masayuki's bad mood. Not being one to pry, Seimei had
waited for his friend to open his heart and unburden himself. He was, in fact, a
little surprised that it was taking Masayuki so long to do so. Brooding was not the
Junior First Captain's style. He was more given to quick storms of anger that
were soon followed by the usual sun and clear skies. His frank and open
temperament stood in sharp contrast to Seimei's own shadowed and troubled soul,
and usually gave him relief from the dark business of his demonic converse; that
is, when Masayuki's bounding puppyishness didn't irritate him instead. In fact,
Seimei was finding his patience wearing a little thin at the continuing hangdog
silence. Enough of this. He spurred his horse over to ride bridle to bridle with
the Captain.
   "A lovely day," he said cheerfully.
   "Marvellous," Masa said in a tone that implied the reverse.
   "We should hear the nightingale soon."
   "Great."
       "Where is she hiding
       The charming bird that warbles
       Throughout the long©"
   "Shit!" Masayuki said explosively and reined to a halt so violently that his
horse danced a little.
   "Masayu©"Ô�����Ø'����������0* ( (@�@����ÔŒ   "Listen to me, Seimei. I brought you here because I need to talk to you. This
isn't some damned court outing to hear the nightingales sing, so just save your
goddamned poems for another time!"
   "My goddamned poems," Seimei said, stung, "are highly regarded by those of
taste. There's scarcely a residence in the palace where the ladies don't have one
or another of them written on their fans."
   "I know," Masayuki growled. "Mushrooms and all."
   Seimei smiled involuntarily at the memory of the mushrooom in question.
   "It's not funny, damn you!" Masayuki cried, as if goaded beyond endurance.
"Seimei©©" His horse curvetted fretfully, made nervous by its master's anger,
and refused to answer to the usual checks. Masayuki leaped down from his saddle
and took hold of the bridle, trying to calm the highstrung animal.
   "That's useless," Seimei said, dismounting himself and pushing his friend
aside. He whispered to the snorting horse, a small charm to soothe the beast's
spirit. It blew once or twice, showing the whites of its eyes at Masayuki, then
obediently trotted off at Seimei's suggestion to graze the deep grass.
   "Hey, come back©©" Masayuki turned to follow his mount, but Seimei caught his
sleeve. 
   "He'll come when I call." He loosed his own horse that followed after its fellow.
"Now, what's this all about? You've been looking like a thundercloud for days.
Why?"
   Masayuki stood staring at him, biting his lips.
   "I thought you were my friend," he said at last.
   "I am. What makes you think any differently?'
   "Last week©© when I was staying at your place©©" Again Seimei smiled at the
memory. Like fire set to kindling, Masa at once flared up again. "Damn it, Seimei!
Why are you laughing at me?! Is that your idea of what a friend does?"
   "Laughing at you? I'm not. I was merely recalling a pleasant evening."
   "A pleasant evening. Was it? Did you© did you enjoy doing that?"
   "Yes of course. And you did too, I thought. At least, you showed all the signs
of it."
   "Yes. I did. I thought©© I thought©" He clenched his fists. "I thought it was
wonderful. I thought it was©© very nice of you. I thought it meant©©"
   "Yes?" Seimei said, when Masayuki didn't continue.
   "Don't you understand? Why do I have to explain everything? It was wonderful.
I didn't know why you were talking that funny way© I thought you were drunk
still© but it didn't matter. And then© then I got that letter from you© and when I
visited the Third Princess' apartments next day all the women were talking about
'mushrooms' and 'green bamboo', and the same at the Retired Emperor's©©" Masa
was redfaced with chagrin.
   "Your reputation has spread through court," Seimei grinned at him. "No bad
thing. Next time you try to slip into the curtains of the Seiryu Palace at night,
you'll find no barriers in your way." (Translator's note: the Seiryu Palace was
the residence of the Emperor's third consort whose waiting woman, Lady Sakyo,
Masayuki was courting at the time.)
   "But it wasn't friendly of you, Seimei. To do Ã�ÃthatÄ�Ä© just because©©"
   "I'd have said it was very friendly, myself. What further proof do you want? Do
you realize you inspired what Toshikata the Imperial Advisor has deigned to call
the best of my poems? Oh© but of course. You were asleep and didn't hear it. It
goes like this:

     In the morning sunÔ�����Ø'����������0* ( (@�@����ÔŒ     After this midnight tempest
     The tree will arise, 
     The bamboo will spring up new
     The fresher for its downfall

    Masayuki was staring at him openmouthed. Very gratifying: Masayuki usually
had a tin ear for poetry, but for once Seimei's talent had made an impression on
his dense soul. Seimei regarded his friend with affection. After a few seconds'
thought, he marshalled the words to tell him how he felt.

     "Oh to find again
     In that grove of green bamboo
     The thickest green stalk
     And shake the gathered dewdrops
     From its©©"

    There was a roar, and Seimei measured his length on the grass. Next instant
Masayuki was sitting on his legs and yanking the ties of Seimei's hunting costume
apart.
    "What©©??"
    "Goddamn it, Seimei," Masayuki was raging at him. "If that's the way you want
it, that's how you'll get it."
    "What do you think you're doing? Masayuki, what the Ã�ÃhellÄ�Ä©" Masayuki had
Seimei's trousers undone and was pulling the voluminous silk garment down to his
ankles.
    "Here's how *we* do it, us unrefined country louts," Masa informed him. "We
don't give a damn about 'mushrooms' or 'burdocks' or goddamned asshole poems."
   In amazement Seimei finally registered that Masayuki was proposing to have a©
well, you couldn't call it a visit, could you? A tryst then© but Ã�ÃhereÄ�Ä, outdoors, in
broad daylight, under the eye of heaven. Half his soul was shocked by this
unthinkable shamelessness and half was enchanted by Masa's innovation. At least
his friend hadn't neglected all the proprieties. Seimei summoned his stunned wits
and responded,

     "The humble burdock
     However you may scorn it
     Stands ready for you©"

and indicated with a wave of his hand how his stalk was already rising to greet
the farmer's hand. But instead of finishing the tanka, or even grasping the
burdock, Masayuki pulled his robes apart to reveal his own thick©trunked
cypress. Seimei sighed mentally. Ah well. Patience was never Masayuki's long
suit. Swiftly he continued the quatrain:

    "But yet the princely mushroom
     Stands readier before me"

and raised himself to his knees the better to taste its cap. Masa grabbed him by
both shoulders, spun him around, and deposited him face down on the grass. At
this unexpected action Seimei's mouth dropped open, and stayed open as he heard
his friend's incredible rejoinder:
Ô�����Ø'����������0* ( (@�@����ÔŒ    "It's not a burdock!
    It's not a goddamned mushroom!
    It's my goddamned cock©©
    And I'm going to shove it
    Right in your goddamned asshole!"
    
and raising Seimei's hips, Masayuki began to do just that.
    Blank with shock, Seimei's mind at first refused to believe what was happening
to him. It was impossible© impossible© such an appalling congress was not to be
conceived of, let alone carried out. But a burning pain in his nether parts
informed him that Masayuki was indeed attempting to thrust his zelkovia wand
through Seimei's moon gate. Seimei returned to himself with a vengeance. He
screamed in fury and agony, livid at the unspeakable monstrousness of this
insult. Rage engulfed him, white hot as the pain in his fundament where Masayuki
was shoving impossibly into him. From nowhere words filled his mouth: "onkiriri
hitchiribi kiri...'© the summoning spell for a demon that would blast the beast on
top of him to the seventh hell. 'Tada nou©un satan haya satan haya...' Split open
ripped apart impaled like a quail on a spit©© 'onkirikyara hara hara futaran©' he'd
see Masa turned to charred ash for.. this.. ohh... What©© what was... deep
inside him something he'd never known about© his voice faltered on the spell,
stopped, as his mind registered more clearly the deep sweet interior ache and the
touch on that ache, maddening, wonderful, ohhh© the touch moved away, came
back, moved away, and whatever it was, that centre deep inside him, it had
something to do with his jade sceptre that now poked up stiffly into his stomach
and seemed to be trying to go stiffer each time whatever it was© Masa of course it
must be© touched whatever it was what was it ohhh and why had he never known
about Ã�ÃthisÄ�Ä ohh ohhh© Ohhh god Masa© Masa© he thrust his hips hard backwards
'Again, again, do it again" and his hand pumped hard at his sceptre in time "More
more oh god Masa©©" oh yes there it was, that lovely rubbing; lifting him above
the earth arching his spine and his neck so he craned upwards to stare at the
deep blue sky: the red burning pain and the deep blue sweet longing swam
together before his eyes and became all he could see, all he could©©
   The thick green grass tickled his cheek a little, but it smelled good, and it felt
good lying here on his face in the vast peace of the world and anyway his back
gate ached so much he was quite happy to postpone getting up and anyway
Masayuki was lying on top of him, hot and heavy and gasping like a landed fish
into his neck and why move anyway? he'd just close his eyes for a little here©©
listen to Masa's gasps and little choking breaths and wonder why he'd never
known about this before, this amazing impossible... what had Masa said? 'Us
country louts'? So it was something they only did in the countryside? Why yes,
his mind said reasonably, look at the position, like beasts mating, of course it's a
country pastime. Naturally. He felt a little giggle in his chest as he pictured the
scene. Indecent, too, of course, the two of them rutting in a field like mare and
stallion... and what was that wetting the back of his neck©© rain? but the sun
was still shining, and he didn't think it could be blood because he wasn't hurt or
at least he wasn't hurt there... Masa gave a shuddering sobbing breath into
Seimei's hair and slid off him. Seimei raised his head a fraction, languorously, to
see what came next, and watched in mild puzzlement as Masa pulled himself up
onto his knees and put both hands on the ground.
   "Seimei," he said in a low ragged voice, not meeting his friend's eyes, "I won't
ask you to forgive me for that. It was unforgivable. But I'm sorry, really I am."
   An apology. Well yes, one would hope so. Or©© well, was it? Perhaps it was partÔ�����Ø'����������0* ( (@�@����Ô
of the country protocol. Wonderful as the activity was, it seemed to involve an
unavoidable amount of pain and indignity. Maybe you had to follow it with a nextªmoment apology the way a capital visit needed a next©day letter. But this left him
in a quandary. He propped himself on an elbow.
   "Uhh© Masayuki© you know I've never done this before..." he said tentatively.
   "I'm sorry," Masa repeated wretchedly to the earth.
   "Yes, well, that's all very well, but what am I supposed to say?"
   "I know how angry you are©©"
   "Look, Masa, will you stop this for a moment and just tell me what the proper
answer is?"
   Masayuki looked up. "Huh?"
   "This is my first time. I don't know the etiquette. I'm sorry to be so
unpractised, but if you'll tell me what I'm supposed to say©©"
   Masayuki stared at him as if he was speaking Korean. "Etiquette? What
etiquette?"
   "The etiquette of this kind of encounter." Seimei was becoming annoyed.
"Whatever you call it. What *is* it called, by the way?"
   "Encounter?"
   What was wrong with the man? "What we just did."
   There was a short silence. "I call it fucking," Masayuki said, "unless you want
to call it rape. And I don't know the etiquette. There isn't any. I thought you
might want to knock my block off or something."
   "Rape." Seimei tried to get his mind around the idea. Rape? Rape a man? "You
mean© you were Ã�ÃtryingÄ�Ä to hurt me©©"
   "I didn't mean to Ã�ÃhurtÄ�Ä you, Seimei," Masayuki said desperately. "I mean I knew
it would a bit but© you just made me so angry© I just wanted to show you©©"
   "Show me what?"
   Masayuki flushed. "How© how it could be© when you© when you really mean©"
He looked up at last into Seimei's eyes, defiant and miserable. "©when you really
mean it."
   "Mean what, for god's sake?" Seimei said in frustration from a welter of jumbled
emotions.
   "You© Look, when you came to my room last week© I thought© I thought it was
because you wanted to do that with me. But then©© god, Seimei, you treated it
like an Imperial Poetry competition, or like© like the ladies all going out on a
poetry outing: 'an afternoon  excursion to hear the cuckoo,' 'a spring excursion
to see the plum blossoms.' This was 'a midnight excursion to view Masa's cock."
He said unhappily, "I didn't know© was it me you wanted or just something to
write verse about?"
   "But Masa©© For god's sake. That's how it's done in the capital. That's how you
do it. At least I hope it is," he added as the awful possibility occurred to him that
maybe Masa had neglected the rules all these years. He asked in anxiety, "You do
send next day poems, don't you? Masa, you're not telling me©"
   "Of course I do! But that's different. That's a game© the women expect it. But
with us©©" his voice trailed off.
   "You think it should be different just because we're men?"
   "Because we're friends. We shouldn't have to play games."
   "Masa." Oh god, what to do with him? Would he ever grow up? Seimei reached a
hand over and yanked his shaggy hair. "Bakame. It's not a Ã�ÃgameÄ�Ä, it's the way
things are done."
   "It's not the way *I* do them, whatever it is for you," Masa said impatiently. "I
know you can't make love without spouting tankas left right and centre, but I'mÔ�����Ø'	���������0* ( (@�@����Ô
the kind who says what he means in honest Japanese."
   "Oh? Seems to me your honest Japanese somehow falls into 5©7©5 without
trying."
   "It does not!"
   Seimei snorted in answer. "Count some time. Not that anyone will be writing
your deathless verse on her fan. 'Goddamn it, Seimei/ If that's the way you want
it/ That's how you'll get it.' Hardly the level of the Imperial Collection." He
gathered up his trailing trousers and refastened the laces while Masayuki sat in
stunned silence. 
   "You can ride back and have them send a carriage for me," he said as he put
his upper clothing to rights. "One with cushions," he added meaningly. "I can't
even think about sitting a horse." Masayuki nodded unhappily, still crouched on
the ground. But there was still the question in Seimei's mind. "Does it always
hurt so much?" he asked casually as he tied the strings of his cap. It might almost
be worth it, even so, but...
   "No. There are things you can do. Oil helps." Masayuki at length began
fastening his own clothes.
   "Hmmm. Where did you learn about all this?"
   "There was a samurai from the east, near Musashi©no. He was serving in our
house when I was growing up and he told me what they did in the wild lands
where there are no women. It sounded© well, it sounded interesting, so I let him
show me. And well..."
   "Hmmm," Seimei said again. He gave Masayuki a speculative glance. Masa
turned his head as he registered Seimei's tone.
   "Seimei," he said, a little tentatively. "I..."
   "Do you do it often?"
   "Well© no© I mean... there aren't that many people who'd want to." His dark
eyes were fixed on Seimei's face, like a dog who's disgraced himself at the hunt
and wants everyone to know he's really really sorry really he is. "I mean, there
Ã�ÃareÄ�Ä women in Miyako, after all." 
   "So how often have you done it?"
   "Well, to *do* it© I mean, rather than have it done©" Masa said with painful
precision, "oh, maybe five or six times." 
   "I think we should do it again," Seimei concluded. Perhaps it was just lack of
practice on Masa's part that made it hurt so much. 
   "You do?" Masayuki's face held the beginning of hope like the first rays of
dawn.
   "This is something outside my experience. I want to understand it more
completely."
   "Really, Seimei? Does that mean© you're not angry at me?"
   "How can I stay angry at you when you sit there wagging your tail at me and
panting 'Friends© let's be friends'?"
   "Seimei!!"
   "And I'm glad you're still alive," Seimei informed him. "You very nearly weren't
this afternoon." Masa went still. "Next time you have something eating your soul,
tell me what it is Ã�ÃbeforeÄ�Ä you jump on me."
   Masayuki swallowed hard. "I'm sorry. But you know my quick temper, Seimei,
and shouldn't exacerbate it."
   "And how was I to guess you'd taken offence at a poem or two? You're a strange
one, Masayuki."
   "I'm strange? What about you? The man who talks to demons?"
   Seimei shrugged. "A talent, no more. Shall I use it now, or let you try to findÔ�����Ø'
���������0* ( (@�@����Ô
your horse by yourself?"
   Masa gave in. "Use it, by all means, or we'll both be here till nightfall."
   Seimei gave him an unchancy smile. "No bad thing, perhaps. We could© what
did you call it?© 'fuck' again."
   A light appeared in Masa's eyes. "Wouldn't you rather do it back at my place
after a good meal?"
   "Don't be silly. It's not an activity for the capital. Do Ã�ÃthatÄ�Ä within the screens
with the women listening?" Seimei snorted. "It's the country or nothing."
   "You mean© you don't mean©© we always have to do it out in the open?"
   "Well, maybe a small hunting lodge could be kept ready..." Seimei's eyes went
distant in speculation. Masayuki didn't care for the expression in them: with
reason, as it transpired. Because for several years thereafter the passion of Abe
no Seimei©dono for overnight hunting trips became the talk of all Miyako. And
when the Minister of the Right once, in the presence of the Emperor, enquired of
Masayuki:

    Does he hunt pheasants
    Or does he hunt demon kind
    Out in the wilds?
    The whitehaired lord of Abe
    With his dark haired companion

the Junior First Captain was compelled to give the feeling response:

    Neither: the white lord
    Seeks out the deepest secrets
    Hidden in the dark©
    Within the narrow valley
    Between the rounded hillocks.
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